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DEFINE

EXPLORE

Help grassroots makers make 
more and better, together!

Agbogbloshie Makerspace 
Platform (AMP) is an experimental 
demonstration of stellate design, 
a participatory approach to 
spatialized design thinking-
making: stellation and constellation 
are inter-operative modes of 
conceptualization-realization to 
induce inclusive innovation.  

As an operation on space — people, place and 

environment — design stellation draws on the 

*innovation star* �ve-fold orbital, a dynamic sca�old 

for apprehending complex issues and a design 

process that iterates through overlapping and 

concurrent steps — de�ne, explore, map, codesign 

and prototype.



together to advance the 
technology at their disposal 
and thereby create new life 
opportunities through *popular 
prototyping*? The *Theory 
of Change* tool has proven 
an effective way to devise of 
a roadmap that bridges and 
addresses our first assessment 
of the SET logics of the site and 
our future scenario / projection.

EXPLORE
Unearth new data — discovered 
via walkabouts and meet-and-
greets on the ground, i.e. through 
observations, surveys and 
interviews. Trained members of 
the community of scrap dealers 
in Agbogbloshie carried a total 
of 690 interviews, representing 
approximately 10-20 percent 

DEFINE
Clarify the SET (Socio~, Eco~ and 
Techno~) logics of the place in 
question. Produce an action plan 
with set of thematic questions 
to explore: How does the 
informal sector practice material 
processing in Agbogbloshie;  
what do the various actors 
involved in (e-)waste processing 
understand about the full 
extent of their trade and its 
environmental consequences; 
and how might makers come 

of the number of scrap dealers 
active at Agbogbloshie per 
current estimates in the 
literature. Informed by the 
concept of stigmergy, decode 
information from environment 
through interaction; similarly, gain 
knowledge of the environment. 

MAP
Navigate, make sense and order 
collected data to guide design 
strategies and production. Maps 
are generative apparati within 
which cues to viable innovative 
urban interventions are encoded. 

CODESIGN
During collaborative and 
interclass innovation community 
workshops, participants leverage 
existing practices to design 

and engineer better the items 
needed. 750+ (e-)waste and scrap 
workers in Agbogbloshie together 
with 750+ Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Art & Mathematics 
(STEAM) students and young 
professionals from universities in 
Africa, Europe and North America 
— have participated in a joint 
effort to explore the Agbogbloshie 
(e-)waste ecosystem for 
opportunities for disruptive 
technological and social 
innovation in informal sector  
(e-)waste processing through  
35+ maker workshops.

PROTOTYPE
Prototype a series of seed 
interventions to test collectively 
their pertinence and to provide 
clues for improvement. 

Innovation 
Through 
Design

AMP Theory 
of Change

DEFINE

Drive innovation in Ghana and Africa via:

• indigenous research and development (R&D)
• digital fabrication tools and technology
• distributed manufacturing
• formalized entrepreneurship
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EDUCATION TOOLING DESIGN ENTERPRISE

Increase environmental know-how in Africa, including 
community and public health, as well as popular forms of 
environmental science and applied technology.

Improve the health, safety and urban performance of the 
environment at Agbogbloshie, starting with informal sector 
e-waste worker community.

Makers handle e-waste according to best practices.

Makers deploy new 
methods for proper 
e-waste handling.

Makers share what 
they have learned with 
their peer groups.

Co-design "Basics of E-waste Handling" manual 
[ analog + digital ]

[ Makers translate concepts into their native languages. ]

Makers engage with community leaders and 
public health / environmental experts. 

[ E-waste workers + STEAM professionals form  
AMP makers collective ]

Makers develop 
improved strategies for 
e-waste handling.

Makers reference 
"Basics of E-waste 
Handling" manual.

Research best 
practices for e-waste 
disposal and recycling.

Research precedents of  
community workshops and 
hacker/makerspaces.

Research models for 
information-sharing in 
digital communities.

Research financial 
models including 
mobile banking and 
susu cooperatives.

Makers learn 
introductory 
materials 
science.

Makers partner globally  
for R&D technical support.

Makers identify areas 
of shared interest for 
future research.

Makers explore 
partnerships to 
advance local R&D.

Makers research 
materials through 
disassembly of e-waste.

Engage members  
of informal sector at 
Agbogbloshie dump.

Engage local experts 
and network of STEAM 
graduates.

Engage local experts 
and network of STEAM 
graduates. 

Outreach to potential 
partners in banking 
and ICT sectors.

Makers learn 
about environ-
mental hazards.

Makers learn 
basics of public 
health.

Makers replicate and 
improve AMP hardware 
(tools).

Makers research 
options for upcycling 
e-waste materials.

Makers fabricate products for sale locally from raw 
materials including processed e-waste, using digital 
fabrication technologies (AMP hardware).

Makers liaison with professionals from research 
institutions and industry for advice, guidance, technology 
transfer and technical assistance.

Makers drive a process of community consultation, evaluation 
and outreach to disseminate principles of distributed 
manufacturing via makerspace (strategy, technology).

Makers develop new 
tools and fabrication 
technologies.

Makers process 
e-waste to make new 
product inputs.

Makers market 
products locally and 
internationally.

Makers design custom 
products for local 
production.

Makers learn how to use the AMP platform to collaborate 
and share information (small and portable data 
shareable P2P via mobile phone).

Co-design AMP platform with makers, stakeholder 
community and technical collaborators.

Makers learn how to use AMP hardware (set of tools, 
toolboxes and protocols; 3D printers, laser cutters, CNC 
routers, CAD/CAM, etc.)

Co-design AMP hardware with makers, stakeholder 
community and technical collaborators.

Makers program a makerspace platform, including 
modules for knowledge database, fabrication 
documentation, social networking and file sharing.

Makers build a physical makerspace (toolshed), 
including locally fabricated tools for digital fabrication.

Makers open mobile 
bank accounts.

Makers market their 
products via physical 
makerspace.

Makers market 
products locally and 
internationally.

Makers share design 
blueprints via open 
documentation.

Makers formally 
register their 
businesses.

Makers organize their 
community and supply 
chain.

Makers leverage personal and community funds (digital 
susu cooperative) to support complexified, quasi-formal 
enterprise ecosystem, including insurance.

Makers use digital susu cooperative to make savings.

Makers acquire basic skills in budgeting and financial 
planning from financial and accounting professionals, as 
well as cultural elders and AMP.

Makers partner with computer programmers to build 
mobile banking interface for AMP digital platform.

Makers learn how to access mobile banking via AMP.

Co-design module for mobile banking interface with 
makers and collaborating banking institutions and 
computer programmers.

Makers upcycle e-waste to make value-added products.
Makers earn money from selling the value-added 
products they fabricate.

Makers build their own business cooperatives.

Empower e-waste and low-wage informal sector workers 
— through education and training — to apply fabrication 
know-how and technical problem-solving skills toward new 
opportunities for employment across sectors.

Improve the means of income for 500 e-waste workers  
(male and female) of the informal sector at Agbogbloshie 
(Ghana) together with 50 STEAM professionals. We refer to  
this group collectively as the AMP community of "makers".


